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Dundurn Group Ltd, Canada, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Pike s Portage plays a very special role in the landscape of Canada s Far North and its human
history. It is both an ancient gateway and the funnel for early travel from the boreal forest of the
Mackenzie River watershed to the vast open spaces of the subarctic taiga, better known as the
Barren Lands of Canada. This book is a rich and wonderful comopendium of stories about this area
and the early white explorers, the Dene guides, the adventurers, the trappers, the misguided
wanderers (like John Hornby) as well as the modern-day canoeists who passed this way. For the
reader, it provides an absorbing escape into the past and the endless solitude of the northern
wilderness. -- George Luste, wilderness canoeist, physics professor (University of Toronto), and
founder-organizer of the annual Wilderness Canoeing Symposium. So why do people come to this
place, this Pike s Portage in particular? The call of landscape is potent and these word portraits
collected here offer up some of those who have answered. Both subject and writer reveal the
complexities of human perception. Some are called by the profound...
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Reviews
This publication can be really worth a go through, and superior to other. It is amongst the most amazing publication we have go through. You wont feel
monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for about when you request me).
-- Ms. Elda Scha den MD
A whole new e-book with an all new viewpoint. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e pdf. I am just very happy to inform you
that this is the greatest book i have read through within my own life and could be he best pdf for ever.
-- Ha nk Tr eutel
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